
 
 

Introduction to the MRV Hub Steering Committee 

 

The MRV Hub Steering Committee consists of 8 members from each stakeholder groups 

(Member States, Implementing Partners and Regional organizations).  The current members are 

as follows: 

 

Chair   Dr. Lennox Gladden   Representing Belize 

Country Member P.S. Roxie Hutchinson  Representing Grenada 

Country Member  Ms. Shanna Emmanuel  Representing Saint Lucia 

Country Member  Ms. Rochelle Newbold  Representing The Bahamas 

Partner Member  Dr. Carlos Fuller   Representing 5C’s 

Partner Member  Mr. Damiano Borgogno Representing UNDP 

Partner Member  Mr. Vintura Silva   Representing RCC St. George’s 

Partner Member  Dr. Michael Gillenwater  Representing GHGMI 

 

Country Members will serve on a rotational basis allowing each member state to have an 

opportunity to serve on the committee throughout the life of the Caribbean Cooperative MRV 

Hub project. 

 

The functions of the Steering Committee include but are not limited to: 

 

a) To provide strategic and policy guidance to the maturation and operations of the MRV 

Hub; 

 

b) Promote transparency and accountability between the MRV Hub project staff, 

participating country governments, and other stakeholders; 

 

c) Promote deepening participation by the participating Caribbean countries in the MRV 

Hub and the establishment of the MRV Hub as a reliable and relied upon institution 

within the region; 

 

d) Consider and review policy documents, operational plans and budgets for the MRV Hub; 

 



e) Consider and review new regional and international partnership proposals for the MRV 

Hub; 

f) Consider the overall performance of the MRV Hub relative to the collective needs of 

participating countries, with support from the MRV Hub secretariat; 

 

g) Lead strategic decision making on the permanent institutional placement and adoption 

by participating countries of the MRV Hub, including the selection of potential regional 

host organizations for a permanent the MRV Hub; 

 

h) Mobilize resources and consider and review future plans and budgets for sustainable 

operation of the MRV Hub following the completion of the initial grant funding in 2023; 

and 

 

i) Lead decision making, resource mobilization, and establishment of a permanent 

governance structure for the MRV Hub to take effect by the end of the initial grant 

funding period in 2023. 

 

The next meeting of the MRV Hub Steering Committee is planned to occur virtually in October 

2020. 

 


